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Three-dimensional diffuse optical mammography 
with ultrasound localization in a human subject 
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1 Introduction 
The unique functional information and deep tissue penetratio
provided by near-infrared ~NIR! light makes it well suited for 
characterizing and imaging breast tumors. However, optica
contrast elements associated with malignant and benign l
sions as well as normal breast tissue physiological fuctuation
are poorly understood. Consequently, NIR transillumination
techniques that do not separate light absorption from scatte
ing may not provide suffcient diagnostic information to be
clinically useful. In order to address this issue, time- and
frequency-domain photon migration ~PM! techniques have 
been developed to facilitate quantitative tissue analysis an
separation of tissue absorption and scattering properties in 
vivo. When multiwavelength time- or frequency-domain pho-
ton migration ~FDPM! are combined with tomographic tech-
niques, such as diffuse optical tomography ~DOT!, then it is 

Address all correspondence to B. J. Tromberg. Tel: 949-824-8705; Fax: 949-
824-6969; E-mail: tromberg@bli.uci.edu and A. G. Yodh, Tel: 215-898-6345, 
E-mail: yodh@dept.physics.upenn.edu 
possible to construct low-resolution ~0.5–1 cm! functional 
images of intrinsic tissue physiology; e.g., tissue hemoglo 
~total, oxy-, and deoxyforms!, oxygen saturation, blood v
ume fraction, water content, fat content, and cellular structl 
- In order to perform DOT, measurements of remitted d
s fuse light intensity and time-of-fight ~or photon density wave
 phase and amplitude! are made on the boundary of the tissu
r-and are then used to reconstruct the absorption and scat
optical properties of the underlying medium. A variety 

 methods have been developed for DOT. These include f
analytic solutions,1–3 backprojection methods,4–7 

d diffraction tomography in k-space,8–14 perturbation 
approaches,15–30 elliptic systems method ~ESM!,31–33 and a 
direct method.34 All of these approaches have various adva
tages and disadvantages. Simple boundary conditions an
ometries reduce computational cost and increase speed
also reduce quantitative information about the system. On
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other hand, DOT reconstructions are sensitive to many param
eters including complex internal geometry of tissues, and at
high computational cost provide access to this information. I
this article we employ an iterative perturbative approach tha
yields quantitative information about scattering and absorp
tion simultaneously, and has the ability to resolve comple
boundary conditions and geometries. However, the method 
slow and computationally expensive, especially in three
dimensions ~3D!. Therefore, we have implemented the algo-
rithm using parallel processing to reduce the computationa
processing time. 

Our reconstruction is enhanced by the use of clinical ultra
sound measurements to locate the tumor and assess its s
Using this information about tumor geometry, we segment th
breast into two regions: tumor and background. Our data 
derived at multiple frequencies using a simple, hand-hel
backscattering probe that contains relatively few source
detector separations.35 This scheme of combining ultrasound 
and optical information has been suggested as a means 
improve breast tumor diagnostics and an instrument employ
ing these modalities simultaneously has been demonstrated
phantoms.36 To our knowledge, this work represents the frst
in vivo investigation along these lines. 

The optical properties of the tumor and background ar
computed based on the data and the geometrical constrain
We compare our results to analytic models in order to dem
onstrate the utility of image segmentation for quantitative tu
mor spectroscopy. Factors that infuence the recovered pro
erties, such as tumor size, refractive index, and scan directio
are examined. Finally, the resultant optical properties are use
to calculate tumor and normal tissue hemoglobin content an
hemoglobin oxygen saturation in order to gain insight into the
relationship between optical and physiological changes ass
ciated with malignant tumor growth. 

2 Methods 
2.1 FDPM Instrument 
FDPM instrumentation and theoretical background have bee
described in detail.35 Briefy, the core component of the 
FDPM apparatus is a network analyzer ~Hewlett Packard, 
model 8753C!, which is used to produce modulation swep
from 300 kHz to 1 GHz @20 dBm radio-frequency ~rf! output#. 
rf from the network analyzer is serially superimposed @via the 
alternating-current ~ac! switch# on the direct current of up to 
eight different diode lasers ~e.g., 674, 782, 803, 849, 894, and 
956 nm! using individual bias tees ~model 5575 A, Picosec-
ond Pulse Labs! and an rf switch ~model 8768 K, Hewlett 
Packard!. 100-mm-diam gradient-index fbers are used to
couple each light source to an 838 optical multiplexer 
~model GP700, DiCon Instruments!. The 838 optical multi-
plexer allows for up to eight different diode laser light source
and eight different optical fber positions. 

Light is launched onto the tissue ~or test object! using the 
above-mentioned unique wavelengths and one source fbe
An avalanche photodiode @~APD!, Hamamatsu, model C5658# 
is used to detect the diffuse optical signal that propagate
through the biological tissue. Both the APD and probe end o
the source optical fber are fabricated into a hand-held prob
The probe is in direct contact with the patient and can b
scanned over the surface. The optical power coupled into th
d d238 Journal of Biomedical Optics April 2000 Vol. 5 No. 2 
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Fig. 1 (A) saggital and (B) axial ultrasound images of breast tumor. 

tissue averages approximately 10–30 mW. Measurement 
depends on the precision required, the number of sweeps
formed, and rf optical switch times. For human subject st
ies, approximately 0.1 s is used to sweep over the enti
GHz band of modulation frequencies. However, total elap
time for four diodes ~typically 12–16 sweeps/diode!, da
transfer, display, and source switching is approximately 4
Most components, including the network analyzer, rf opti
switches, diode power supplies, and temperature of d
mounts are controlled by computer using virtual instrum
software ~LabView, National Instruments!. 

2.2 Measurements 
Experiments were performed under the guidelines of UC 
ine IRB-approved protocol No. 95-563. The patient was a
year old postmenopausal woman with a single palpable m
approximately 7.4 mm beneath the skin surface in the up
outer quadrant of the left breast. Histological examination 
lowing surgical biopsy and prebiopsy ultrasound reveale
roughly 1.830.9 cm ductal carcinoma in situ ~DCIS! ~malig-
nant tumor!. Ultrasound images along the sagittal and a
planes supplied geometry and location information about
tumor ~see Figure 1!. The location, dimension, and depth
the tumor are reported in Table 1. 

Table 1 Elliptical tumor geometry: a is along the y axis (sagittal), b is 
along the x axis (axial), c is along the z axis, zc is the depth of the 
center of the tumor below the skin surface. Relative positioning of the 
tumor to the source-detector pairs can be seen in Figure 1. 

Plane a  b  c  zc

Sagittal 2.13 cm 1.17 cm 1.325 cm 

Axial 1.68 cm 1.09 cm 1.065 cm 

https://detail.35
https://phantoms.36
https://separations.35


Three-Dimensional Diffuse Optical Mammography 
Fig. 2 Source-detector pair locations along the sagittal (left, the horizontal measurements) and axial (right, the vertical measurements) planes 
centered with respect to the tumor. The 0h position is the source-detector pair centered over the tumor for the horizontal measurements, 0v is 
similar but for the vertical measurements. Med refers to medial, i.e., towards the middle of the body, and lat refers to lateral, i.e., towards the side 
of the body. u refers to up, which is towards the head and d refers to down, i.e., towards the feet. The tumor geometrical constants a and b are listed 
in Table 1. 
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This information was then used to center the optical measur
ment pad over the tumor. Here we have assumed that t
ultrasound-defned margins are the same as the optical ma
gins. This assumption could be incorrect, if alterations due t
neovascular density and tissue infammatory response occ
beyond the ultrasound-defned tumor region and are detect
optically, but not ultrasonically. 

Optical measurements were performed by placing th
FDPM probe on both a normal and a tumor-containing breas
Data were acquired using the hand-held scanning prob
placed in 10 discrete locations covering a 232 cm  grid 
mapped onto the breast surface ~Figure 2!. The probe source-
detector ~s-d! pair was fxed at 2.5 cm in separation and the
probe was placed on the tissue with the source and detec
bracketing the tumor. Photon migration data were acquired b
moving the probe in 0.5 cm increments along inferior-
superior and medial-lateral paths. Repeat measurements i
mediately above tumor center were obtained at least 3 time
Both normal and tumor-containing breasts were studied. 

Sequential scans of the same location following probe re
moval and replacement revealed no signifcant variatio
~,5%! in optical properties. Normal tissue measurement
were acquired in the same manner from a symmetric site o
the opposite, uninvolved breast ~Figure 3!. Phase and ampli-
tude data ~represented by h and A, respectively! obtained 
from tumor measurements are shown in Figure 4. We onl
utilized frequencies below 400 MHz due to high frequency
noise. Additionally, the wavelengths 894 and 956 nm suffere
from modulation artifacts and were not employed. 
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2.3 Diffuse Optical Mammography Segmentation 
and Analytic Schemes 
The segmentation and semi-infnite analytic fts are acc
plished using diffusion theory in the frequency domain to 
scribe the propagation of light in breast tissue.37 The equation
is 

iv 
¹ ·~D~r!¹F~r,v!!1 2ma ~r! F~r,v!52S~r,v!,S Dc 

(1) 

with the following boundary condition: 

]F 
52aF . (2)

]n̂ 

D(r ) is the diffusion coeffcient and is equivalent 
1/3ms(r )8. m8(r ) and ma(r ) are the scattering and absorptios 
coeffcients respectively. F(r, v) is the diffuse photon den
sity, v is the frequency modulation, and c is the speed of light
in the media. S(r, v) is the source term, approximated as
delta function 1/m8 in from the boundary. a is equal to @(1s 

2Reff)/(11Reff)#(3ms8/2), where Reff is approximated by
21.440n2210.170n2110.66810.063n, 38 and n is equal to 
nin /nout , the index of refraction mismatch at the tissue/
interface boundary. 

All iterative perturbative approaches follow a similar alg
rithm. First, the optical properties are estimated. Second
forward problem @Eq. ~1!# is solved. Third, a x2 ~i.e., x2 

NM (F i5( i 51 
m2F i

c)2, where NM is the number of measure
d dJournal of Biomedical Optics April 2000 Vol. 5 No. 2 239 
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Holboke et al. 
Fig. 3 Measurements for each optical wavelength over the entire modulation frequency range for the normal breast. Source-detector pairs along 
sagittal planes (left, horizontal measurements) have blue for 10 med, green for 5 med, red for 0h, cyan for 5 lat, and magenta for 10 lat; along axial 
planes (right) vertical measurements have blue for 10d, green for 5d, red for 0v, cyan for 5u, and magenta for 10u. See Figure 1, for detector 
positioning. Measurements over 400 MHz suffer from systematic noise and the 894 and 956 nm wavelengths have signifcant artifacts below 400 
MHz also. These measurements, therefore, are not used in the semi-infnite analytic fts. 
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ments, Fm is the measured data, and Fc is the numerically 
calculated data! is calculated and convergence is checked
Fourth, the inverse problem is setup ~i.e., the Jacobian is de-
termined!. Fifth, the optical property perturbations are solve
for ~i.e., the inverse problem is solved!. Finally, the optica
properties are updated and a return to the second step occu
Within these approaches there are a couple of methods 
solving the forward problem and for determining the Jacobia
@for a review see Ref. 39#. Additionally, there have been 
variety of methods developed for solving the inverse
problem.40–48 We have chosen to follow a Green’s function 
d d240 Journal of Biomedical Optics April 2000 Vol. 5 No. 2 
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~or adjoint! method.15–18,27,28 The inverse problem, therefore
is formulated in the following way: 

E F~r,v!G~r,v!Dma ~r!dn 

1E ¹F~r,v!·¹G~r,v!DD~r!dn 

52~Fm~rd ,v!2Fc~rd ,v!!  (3) 



Three-Dimensional Diffuse Optical Mammography 
Fig. 4 Similar to Figure 3, but for the breast with lesion. Measurements over 400 MHz suffer from systematic noise and the 894 and 956 nm 
wavelengths have signifcant artifacts below 400 MHz as well. Similar to the normal breast these measurements are not used in the semi-infnite 
analytic fts nor are they used in the segmented reconstruction. 
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or in matrix form: 

@J#$Dma ~r!,DD~r!%T52$Fs ~rd ,v!%, (4) 

where rd is the position of the detectors, Fm refers to the 
measurements, Fc are the calculated values, Fs5Fm2Fc , 
and J is the Jacobian. The Green’s function satisfes the fol
lowing adjoint problem: 

iv 
2ma ~r!S D 

(5) 

The equations are solved numerically utilizing a fnite dif-
ference method. The tumor location and geometry are used 

¹ ·~D~r!¹G~r,v!!1 G~r,v!52d~rd ,v!. 
c 
segment the inverse problem into two regions, tumor 
background, over which the volume integrals in Eq. ~3! are 
computed. Equation ~4! is then solved for the absorption pe
turbations Dmao ~background! and Dmat ~tumor! and for the 
diffusion perturbations DDo ~background! and DDt ~tumor!.
The diffusion perturbations are easily transformed into s
tering perturbations using the following equation: 

S D1 
~ i21 ! 21 (6)

8 
8s s8 

s 

Two assumptions were necessary to attempt the segm
tion. First the different tumor information from the ultrasou
o images were averaged together to give a single estimate o

Dm 5m .~ i21 !DD113m
d dJournal of Biomedical Optics April 2000 Vol. 5 No. 2 241 
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Fig. 5 Flow chart depicting our segmented reconstruction algorithm 
utilizing parallel processing. 

size and location. Second, it was assumed that the tumor w
symmetric; this assumption removed any dependence on t
relative position of the sources and detectors to the tumo
Additionally, it reduced the number of forward and adjoint
problems, fve source-detector positions became three ind
pendent positions along a given direction, see Figure 2. 

The algorithm is depicted in Figure 5. The initial estimate
for the optical properties are based on a semi-infnite homo
geneous analytic ft. Each box containing F or G represents a 
three-dimensional fnite-difference computation for those
variables @i.e., a solution to Eq. ~1! or ~5!, respectively#. These 
computations for each source/detector position and for ea
frequency are done in parallel. The building of the Jacobia
and its solution are done on a single processor. The soluti
of Eq. ~4! is found using simultaneous iterative reconstruction
technique ~SIRT!. The algorithm iterates until convergence is
achieved. 

The size of the domain was approximated to be 8 cm  
38 cm34 cm, with a grid size resolution of 0.125 cm. The 
number of forward problem solutions for horizontal or verti-
cal simulations was 18 (6 frequencies33 source positions), 
equivalent to the number of adjoint problem solutions. Thes
simulations took approximately 3 min/iteration on 19 proces
sors. The number of forward problem solutions for both di
rections was 36 (6 frequencies36 source positions), equiva-
lent to the number of adjoint problem solutions. These
simulations took 6 min/iteration on 19 processors. 

The source strength, an unknown experimental quantity, 
removed from the analysis by normalizing the data with
a single frequency measurement @i.e., Fm(r, v i) 
5Fm(r, v i)/F

m(r, vo), where voÞv i#. A series of numeri-
cal tests were conducted on this segmented reconstruction 
proach using the experimental geometry and we found that s
frequencies ~including vo! were adequate to yield good least-
squares fts for a single source-detector pair. 

The semi-infnite homogeneous analytic fts are done b
iteratively ftting to the semi-infnite analytic solution 

ikr1 ikr2So e e 
F~r,v!5 2 , (7)S D4pD r1 r2 

Initialize 

Solve for j.µ •. c.1D 

Update properties 

ves 
d d242 Journal of Biomedical Optics April 2000 Vol. 5 No. 2 
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Table 2 Normal breast semi-infnite homogeneous analytic fts for 
ma and m8s and their xv

2 (SNM(F i
m2F i

c)2/s 2i /DOF) values for ampli-
tude and phase. The direction refers to the measurement sets, i.e., 
horizontal refers to the source-detector pairs oriented parallel to the 
sagittal plane (medial-lateral), vertical refers to the source-detector 
pairs oriented parallel to the axial plane (up-down), both refers to 
using both horizontal and vertical together. 

l (nm) Direction ma (cm−1) ms8 (cm−1) xv
2 (amp) xv

2 (phase) 

674 Horizontal 0.041 9.6 0.020 0.087 

674 Vertical 0.043 9.5 0.015 0.19 

674 Both 0.042 9.6 0.019 0.14 

782 Horizontal 0.045 8.9 0.16 0.41 

782 Vertical 0.044 9.0 0.11 0.57 

782 Both 0.045 8.9 0.14 0.49 

803 Horizontal 0.035 8.4 0.094 0.38 

803 Vertical 0.034 8.5 0.049 1.4 

803 Both 0.035 8.5 0.075 0.91 

849 Horizontal 0.049 8.2 0.023 0.093 

849 Vertical 0.046 8.4 0.025 0.55 

849 Both 0.046 8.3 0.025 0.33 

where 

r15A~ x2xs!
21~ y2ys!

21~z2zs!
2, 

r25A~x2xs!
21~y2ys!

21~z1zs12zb!2, 

ma
k5A iv 

2 , ~ xs ,ys ,zs!cD D 

is the source location and zb is defned as 1/a. The ftting was 
done by using a Taylor series expansion of F(r, v) with re-
spect to the optical properties, that is, 

]Fc~r,v! ]Fc~r,v! 
Fm ~r,v!5Fc ~r,v!1 Dma1 DD 

]ma ]D 

1 . . . ,  

where the derivatives are easily determined from Eq. ~6!. The 
same six frequencies are used in the segmented recon
tion. Additionally, because we are ftting to a homogene
solution here, the measurements for the different positions
averaged together as they all share the same source-de
separation and are not supplying additional positional in
mation to the semi-infnite solution. 

3 Results and Discussion 
3.1 Semi-infnite Analytic 
The results from the homogeneous semi-infnite analytic
for the normal breast are listed in Table 2 and for the br
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Table 3 Breast with lesion semi-infnite homogeneous analytic fts 
2 values for amplitude and phase, similar to vfor ma and m and their xs 

Table 2. These are also the initial conditions for the segmented recon-
struction. 

l (nm) Direction ma (cm−1) ms (cm−1) xv
2 (amp) xv

2 (phase) 

674 Horizontal 0.061 8.3 0.033 0.19 

674 Vertical 0.071 9.8 0.036 0.18 

674 Both 0.066 9.0 0.034 0.40 

782 Horizontal 0.056 8.0 0.16 0.52 

782 Vertical 0.064 9.8 0.086 0.41 

782 Both 0.059 8.8 0.12 0.84 

803 Horizontal 0.046 7.6 0.094 0.50 

803 Vertical 0.066 9.8 0.044 0.20 

803 Both 0.056 8.6 0.11 1.5 

849 Horizontal 0.061 7.4 0.034 0.19 

849 Vertical 0.072 9.7 0.0081 0.059 

849 Both 0.065 8.4 0.027 0.93 

8 

with the lesion in Table 3. The x 2 values validate the good-v 
ness of ft since the values are 1.5 or less. The number 
degrees of freedom ~DOF! is the number of source-detector 
pairs (10 or 5)3number of frequencies ~74!—the number of 
parameters ~two for semi-infnite and four for segmented re-
construction!. Generally, for testing goodness of ft one woul
want the values to lie between 1.5 and 0.5, when the valu
are less than 0.5 it is generally believed that the noise w
overestimated. 

In Figure 6, the homogeneous semi-infnite analytic optica
properties for both breasts are plotted versus wavelength. T
absorption coeffcient shows an increase of approximately 
48% from the normal breast, consistent with the presence 
the tumor. The scattering coeffcient exhibits a decrease of 
;11% for the horizontal measurements and an increase of 
;11% for the vertical measurements from the normal breas

Fig. 6 Semi-infnite homogeneous analytic fts for the optical proper-
ties of the normal breast (open triangles, see Table 2) and the breast 
with lesion (solid triangles, see Table 3). 

8
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Table 4 Simulation parameters for the base case and the sensitivity 
studies. Direction is the set of measurements used for the given simu-
lation, a is the y-axis length of the tumor, b is the x-axis length of the 
tumor, c is the z-axis length of the tumor, and zc is the center of the 
tumor below the skin surface. nin /nout is the index mismatch between 
the tissue (nin) and the air (nout). The base case is the optimal choice 

of 

d 
es 
as 
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he 

of 
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of the listed parameters. The sensitivity studies focus on directional 
sensitivity of the measurements (horizontal and vertical), size of the 
tumor (bigger and smaller), and the index mismatch of the tissue–air 
interface (greater and less). 

Experiment Direction a  b  c  zc  n in /nout 

Base Both 2.13 1.68 1.135 1.1975 1.36 

Horizontal Horizontal 2.13 1.68 1.135 1.1975 1.36 

Vertical Vertical 2.13 1.68 1.135 1.1975 1.36 

Bigger Both 2.343 1.848 1.2485 1.1975 1.36 

Smaller Both 1.917 1.512 1.0215 1.1975 1.36 

Greater Both 2.13 1.68 1.135 1.1975 1.40 

Less Both 2.13 1.68 1.135 1.1975 1.333 

Using both sets of measurements, the average differenc
tween the breasts is less than 1% for the scattering coeffc
These semi-infnite analytic results provide a simple and 
way of determining the presence of a tumor, however 
optical properties are clearly insuffcient for further diagno
of the tumor. Therefore, we have advanced the reconstru
by assuming the presence of a tumor with the geometry 
vided by the ultrasound images. 

3.2 Segmented Reconstruction 
The segmented reconstruction parameters are listed in Ta
along with the parameters for a series of sensitivity stud
The optimal estimate of all the parameters is the base c
The results of the segmented reconstruction ft for the b
case are listed in Table 5. For all four wavelengths, the tu
properties had increased absorption, on average 3.43 the 
background, and decreased scattering, on average 0.413 the 

(2)background. The x are again very good, in fact the sen 
mented reconstruction values are improved compared to t

Table 5 Base case results from the segmented reconstruction and 
their x 2 values for amplitude and phase (mav o are background8s 

t are tumor values). The base case represents the optimal 
o,m 

and ma 8s 
choice for the simulation parameters listed in Table 4. 

t,m 

2 2l t tmao o ma 88ms ms 
(nm) (cm−1) (cm−1) (cm−1) (cm−1) (amp) (phase) 

xv xv 

674 0.057 9.5 0.17 4.1 0.032 0.29 

782 0.050 9.4 0.18 3.6 0.12 0.68 

803 0.047 9.0 0.15 4.2 0.16 1.1 

849 0.054 8.9 0.21 3.3 0.020 0.64 
d dJournal of Biomedical Optics April 2000 Vol. 5 No. 2 243 
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Fig. 7 Physiological parameters calculated from wavelength-
dependent absorption: Tissue deoxyhemoglobin [Hb], oxyhemoglo-
bin [HbOx], and total @Hbtot# concentration (mM); Hemoglobin oxy-
gen saturation (%SOx). Values determined for normal breast, tumor, 
and tumor-containing breast outside of tumor region. 

recovered using the homogeneous semi-infnite model ~using 
both measurement directions! further validating our seg-
mented model. 

The background absorption coeffcients from the seg
mented reconstruction are generally similar to the absorptio
coeffcients determined for the breast lesion using the sem
infnite homogeneous model. The segmented backgroun
scattering coeffcients are also close to the semi-infnite sca
tering properties. 

Overall, the optical properties of the tumor show dramati
contrast with both normal tissue and tumor-breast back
ground. The increase in ma is due to hemoglobin absorption; 
the principal NIR-absorbing component of highly vascular tu
mors. Previous in vivo studies suggest that tumors can display
two to fvefold higher blood volume fractions than uninvolved
breast tissue.49–51 Our segmentation scheme reveals substan
tially higher tumor/background contrast than observed using
homogeneous semi-infnite analytical model that average
properties over a large volume. In addition, the reduced sca
tering (m8) values in the tumor were, on average, about has 
those of normal tissue. This feature suggests the core of t
tumor has a low cellular and/or extracellular matrix density
Interestingly, since fuid content also provides contrast fo
ultrasound images, combining optical and ultrasound observ
tions indicates the tumor core is likely to be a necrotic, blood
flled region dominated by particles that have low scatterin
cross sections and/or low density ~compared to normal, well-
differentiated breast tissue!. This view coincides well with
histopathology data showing the tumor to be poorly differen
tiated and malignant. 

Further diagnostic insight is provided by calculating the
physiological properties of normal breast, tumor, and tumo
breast outside the tumor region. Assuming the principal ab
sorbers are oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin ~HbOx and Hb, re-
spectively!, least squares fts of calculated ma values ~from 
Tables 2 and 5 for normal and tumor breast, respectively! to 
molecular extinction coeffcients for each component at th
four measured wavelengths1 can be used to determine 
@HbOx#, @Hb#, and percentage hemoglobin saturation (SOx 
51003@HbOx#/@Hbtot#; and @Hbtot#5@Hb#1@HbOx#). 

These results, summarized in Figure 7, show clear diffe
ences between tumor and normal tissue. Most dramatic is t

100 
□ Normal 

100 
~ 

■ Tumor :§: 
□ Tumor Breast (outside) 2: 80 ~ 80 

C 
~ 0 

~ 60 60 ~ .... C c 0 
(I) :;:; 
u 40 40 ~ 
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approximately fourfold increase in total hemoglobin conten
at the tumor ~67 mM! vs normal tissue ~16 mM!. Hemoglobin 
contrast is reduced to a factor of 2.6 when the tumor site
surrounding tumor-containing breast tissue ~25.5 mM! are 
compared. SOx values are lower at the tumor site ~63%! vs 
normal ~68%! and surrounding tumor-containing brea
~73%!. Differences are likely due to the oxygen extract
demands of rapidly proliferating, metabolically active tum
cells. The reduced saturation value at the tumor is consis
with the measured elevation in tumor hemoglobin, since b
blood and oxygen are required to sustain tumor growth. O
ers have measured similar elevated tumor hemoglobin 
centration and low SOx values noninvasively with photon 
gration techniques.48,49 Interestingly, both total hemoglobin
and SOx values are slightly elevated in the tumor-contain
surrounding breast versus the contra-lateral normal side. 
suggests that physiological changes occur beyond 
ultrasound-designated tumor margin that are detectable 
light. For example, a high blood fow, well-vascularized 
gion could extend beyond the ultrasound-defned tumor
mension. This observation is consistent with the notion o
hypoxic, necrotic tumor core surrounded by a we
vascularized, normoxic cortex that provides the leading e
for growth. 

3.3 Sensitivity Studies 
Table 4 lists the parameters for a series of sensitivity stud
We examined the sensitivity of the optical properties to m
surement direction, tumor size, and boundary condition. M
surement direction had two options: horizontal ~along the 
axial plane! or vertical ~along the sagittal plane!. Tumor siz
was enlarged by 10% along each major axis or was decre
by 10% along each major axis. The boundary condition 
either based on an index mismatch of 1.333 or 1.40. 

3.3.1 Measurement direction 
These results tested the sensitivity of the calculated op
properties to the direction that the measurements were ta
Figure 8~a! lists optical property and x 2 values for the fourn 
parameter fts. Some of the x 2 values are increased relative n 
the semi-infnite ft. This is caused by the symmetry assu
tion and is minimized when using both measurement sets
gether. The tumor absorption was on average 4.13 the back-
ground for the horizontal and 2.33 the background for the
vertical. The tumor scattering for the horizontal was on av
age 0.33 the background and
0.553 for the vertical. The base case values lie directly 
between these values illustrating the impact of minimizing 
error between the two directions. 

The sensitivity can best be depicted by a bar graph sh
ing the average percentage change from the base case fo
of the four parameters, see Figure 8~b!. The background p
erties decreased from the base case for the horizontal me
surements ;10% and increased for the vertical ;15%. The 
tumor properties showed more sensitivity to the vertical dir
tion, especially the scattering ~;45%!. Finally, the base cas
optical properties were more similar to the horizontal opti
properties, indicating that the base case segmented recon
tion fts were more sensitive to the horizontal measurem
than the vertical. This is consistent with the vertical meas
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Fig. 8 (a) Directional sensitivity segmented reconstruction results and 
their x 2 values for amplitude and phase. Horizontal uses just the hori-v 
zontal measurement set and vertical uses just the vertical measure-
ment set, see Figure 2 for orientation and Table 4 for parameters. (b) 
Average percentage change of the segmented reconstruction optical 
properties over the four optical wavelengths from the base case to the 
horizontal measurement set simulation (left four bars) and the vertical 
measurement set simulation (right four bars). The horizontal measure-
ment set simulations show less change from the base case than the 
vertical set measurement simulations. This is consistent with the hori-
zontal measurement set being less sensitive to the symmetry assump-
tion of the tumor than the vertical measurement set. 

ments being more sensitive to the symmetry assumption f
the tumor geometry. This is clear since the vertical measur
ment set is aligned with the major axis of the ellipse. There
fore the vertical measurement set will be more sensitive to th
tumor optical properties than the horizontal measurement s

3.2.2 Tumor size 
This study observed the impact of changing the size of th
tumor on the optical properties. Figure 9~a! lists the results 
from the segmented reconstruction ft. The x 2 values aren 
smaller than the base case for the larger tumor, implying th
the optical tumor margins might in fact be larger than wa
estimated from the ultrasound. The tumor absorption wa
about 3.03 the background for the larger size and abou
3.753 for the smaller size. The tumor scattering was abou
0.463 the background for the larger size and about 0.393 for 
the smaller size. 

Figure 9~b! shows the average over the wavelengths for th
percentage change from the base case for the tumor size s
sitivity. Overall, the size sensitivity is quite reduced from the
directional sensitivity. The background properties did no

),(nm) Direction ,UaO(cm·1) µ/o(cm·1
) µ11 t(cm·1

) µs't(cm·1
) x/(amp) x/(phase) 

674 Horizontal 0.053 8.8 0.20 2.3 0.030 0.19 

674 Vert ical 0.066 JO. 0.14 5.3 0.035 0.16 

782 Hori zontal 0.049 8.4 0.17 3.1 0. 17 0.55 

782 Vertical 0.056 10. 0.14 5.3 0.089 0.37 

803 Horizontal 0.036 8.0 0. 18 2.8 0.079 0.53 

803 Vertical 0.061 JO. 0.11 7.0 0.073 0. 13 

849 Horizontal 0.052 7.9 0.22 1.7 0.041 0.23 

849 Vertical 0.062 JO. 0.17 5.0 0.0085 0.025 
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Fig. 9 (a) Tumor size sensitivity segmented reconstruction results. Big-
ger refers to an increase in tumor size and smaller refers to a decrease 
in tumor size, see Table 4 for parameters. (b) Average percentage 
change of the segmented reconstruction optical properties over the 
four optical wavelengths from the base case to the bigger tumor size 
simulation (left four bars) and the smaller tumor size simulation (right 
four bars). The tumor optical properties had the most sensitivity, spe-
cifcally its absorption coeffcient. As the tumor increased its absorp-
tion decreased and its scattering increased, when the tumor decreased 
the opposite occurred. Additionally, the x 2 values for the bigger tu-v 
mor size were slightly less than the base case values. This implies that 
the tumor was optically larger than the ultrasound size. 

change signifcantly from the base case. However, the tu
properties showed greater sensitivity; particularly the abs
tion increasing or decreasing when size decreased an
creased, respectively. The volume change ~DV5V82V, 
where V8 is the new volume and V is the base case volume
of the tumor is directly related to the change in Dma (mat 
2mao) as follows: Dm85Dma /(11DV/2V). Dm8 alsoa s 
changed with volume; increasing when the volume increa
;6% and decreasing when the volume decreased ;3%, how-
ever there was no clear functional relationship between
two parameters. 

3.2.3 Index mismatch 
This last study focused on changing the index mismatch a
tissue–air interface, essentially testing the importance of
boundary condition assumption. Figure 10~a! lists the results
from the segmented reconstruction ft. The x 2 values are veryn 
similar for all cases of the index mismatch parameter, inc
ing the base case. The tumor absorption was on average 
the background for both mismatch indices. The tumor sca

).(nm) Size PaO(cm·1) J-ts'o(cm·1
) Jt11 t(cm· 1

) µ/t(cm· 1
) x.'(amp) ,r/(phase) 

674 Bigger 0.058 9.7 0.15 4.4 0.032 0.28 

674 Smaller 0.058 9.4 0.19 3.8 0.032 0.3 1 

782 Bigger 0.049 9.5 0.15 4.2 0.1 2 0.67 

782 Smaller 0.051 9.3 0.21 3.2 0.12 0.70 

803 Bigger 0.046 9. 1 0.13 4.7 0.16 1.0 

803 Smaller 0.048 8.9 0. 17 4.1 0. 15 I.I 

849 Bigger 0.053 9.0 0. 18 3.8 0.020 0.60 

849 Smaller 0.056 8.8 0.23 3.2 0.057 0.98 
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Fig. 10 (a) Index mismatch sensitivity segmented reconstruction re-
sults. 1.4 refers to the index mismatch at the tissue–air interface to be 
1.4 and 1.333 refers to the index mismatch at the tissue–air interface 
to be 1.333. (b) Average percentage change of the segmented recon-
struction optical properties over the four optical wavelengths from the 
base case to the 1.40 tissue–air interface index mismatch simulation 
(left four bars) and the 1.333 tissue–air interface index mismatch simu-
lation (right four bars). Overall the index mismatch did not impact our 
results, suggesting that the optical properties are not very sensitive to 
this parameter. Additionally, the x 2 values were similar for all cases ofv 
the index mismatch parameter supporting the fnding that this param-
eter did not affect our results. 

ing was on average 0.43 the background for both mismatch 
indices. These factors are very similar to the base case facto

Figure 10~b! shows the average percentage change from
the base case for the index mismatch simulations ~over the 
four wavelengths!. The sensitivity of the optical properties
was very small and all the properties were affected ;1.5% or 
less. This indicates that this assumption did not affect ou
solution. 

4 Conclusions 
Semi-infnite homogeneous analytic fts are very useful fo
providing a gross determination of tumor optical properties
However, signifcant physiological information in tumors and
surrounding tissues may be lost in this averaging procedur
Our use of ultrasound localization with diffuse optical mam
mography provides improved optical information about the
tumor and background tissue. From this reconstruction, 
sharp contrast in the optical properties was readily dete
mined. A three to fourfold increase in the absorption coeff-
cient and nearly 50% reduction in scattering coeffcient, rela
tive to background, were found. These values are consiste
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with expected properties of a highly vascularized tumor w
a blood-flled, necrotic core. Physiological property calcu
tions confrm this view, revealing fourfold greater tumor h
moglobin concentration than normal breast ~67 vs 16 mM! 
and low tumor SOx values of 63% ~vs 73% and 68% in the
region surrounding the tumor and the opposite normal tis
respectively!. Comparison of the semi-infnite results from 
normal breast to the background properties of the les
containing breast yields further information about tissues 
rounding the tumor. They suggest that alterations in vasc
density and tissue infammatory response occur beyond
ultrasound-defned tumor margins. 

A series of sensitivity studies were conducted to ascer
the relative importance of some of our basic assumption
test of measurement direction revealed that the assumptio
tumor symmetry in shape and orientation was quite sensi
but its impact was minimized when using both horizontal a
vertical measurement sets together. In a test of the tumor
estimate, an increase in tumor size resulted in better m
fts. This suggests that the tumor may be larger when def
by light than by ultrasound. 

Although our analysis is reported only for a single subje
frequency domain-DOT images obtained from this hand-h
probe reveal new tumor diagnostic criteria and substant
enhanced contrast in both absorption and scattering. Thin-
crease in measured absorption and decrease in scattering at
the tumor versus surrounding tissue further underscores a
practical beneft to our quantitative approach. Ultimately, 
combination of hand-held ultrasound and optical probes m
allow rapid, functional characterization of subcutaneous in
mogeneities. We expect this information will be particula
useful in screening pre- and perimenopausal women with
diographically dense breast tissue, where distinguishing
tween malignant and benign lesions and understanding ef
of therapies and disease progression can be highly prob
atic. 
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